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Tape three, side one: 
 
NL: This is tape three, side one, continuing our interview with Mr. Herbert 

Finder. Today is March 26, 1987. So, Mr. Finder, would you be good enough now to tell 
us a little about this trip to Dachau? 

HF: Well, the trip in the train from Lodz to Dachau lasted approximately three 
days. We received a little bit of food before boarding the train. But during the trip we didn’t 
receive neither water nor food. It was in the middle of July during very hot weather. We 
were in very cramped conditions, in what the Germans call trains for animals, or cargo 
cars. 

NL: Were you able to sit down? Did you have to stand? 
HF: We had, we, no, we had room to sit in cramped conditions. But we, many 

inmates died during that trip. 
NL: From thirst and exhaustion? 
HF: From thirst, exhaustion, and really, but we had nothing to do with the 

corpses. The corpses remained inside the car. And actually, it showed how dehumanized 
people can get. We made benches out of the corpses, and we sat on them, just to get a little 
bit additional space. And this trip, like I said, lasted about three days, when we arrived. 

NL: Were you able to get off from time to time to relieve yourselves? 
HF: No. 
NL: No. 
HF: No, it was just in the corner of... 
NL: The car. 
HF: Of the car. No, nobody got off the train or off the car during that whole 

three-day period. 
NL: And there were Nazi guards inside your car, during this? 
HF: No. The cars were just, they were... 
NL: They were sealed. 
HF: Yeah, sealed. 
NL: Sealed. 
HF: But there were like... 
NL: Openings. 
HF: Two little openings, not windows. Two little openings. 
NL: Did you have any idea where you were going, in what direction? 
HF: We knew we were going towards Germany. We were, in other words we 

were heading west. I mean, by...looking out sometimes through those little portholes. 
NL: Did you get any information about the, what was happening in the world 

from those Poles? 
HF: No. 
NL: Any retreating soldiers or... 
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HF: No. 
NL: Evidence of bombing? Nothing like that? 
HF: No, not at that. That was in 1944. 
NL: Did you know Germany had already lost the war? 
HF: No. 
NL: You didn’t know that either. 
HF: No, we didn’t know that. We came from the east towards the west. So there 

was no destruction. I mean there was no bombing coming from east to west. Because the 
Americans already, although they had just about landed, were coming from west to east. 
We were 1,000 miles away. I mean...miles away. 

NL: But a good part of Germany had been bombed earlier. You didn’t see any 
evidence of that? 

HF: No, that was, well I don’t recall, no. 
NL: It must have been dreadful, three days in July. 
HF: So when we arrived in Dachau, everybody arrived in a very, really a very 

weak and weary condition and even the German administration of Dachau themselves were 
almost appalled by the conditions that was, we arrived. Because just the so-called labor 
working groups that had arrived, they were themselves appalled by the condition that we 
arrived in. 

NL: How did you know that? 
HF: We heard remarks by the guards that took over our trains. 
NL: Did they give you something to drink right away? 
HF: Yeah, when we, well yeah, when we arrived in Dachau, they gave us new 

clothing. They gave us food and water. And we stayed in Dachau for approximately three 
weeks, in Dachau itself, in the concentration camp of Dachau. 

NL: And these were now German guards. 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: German supervision. 
HF: German. 
NL: No longer Jewish. 
HF: No, this was... 
NL: No, this was German. And did you see non-Jews there too? 
HF: In Dachau? We, well, yeah, there were non-Jews in Dachau, but in the area 

where we were in Dachau, there was mostly Jewish, except the supervision was non-
Jewish, I mean the in-camp supervision. And we were in Dachau approximately three 
weeks when we were told again to get ready and to walk out. And we were sent to a camp 
by the name of Allach, A-L-L-A-C-H, which is really a, or was, rather, a satellite camp of 
Dachau. I mean, it was only maybe between ten and fifteen kilometers away from Dachau. 

NL: Did you do any work at Dachau? 
HF: In Dachau? No. 
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NL: No. 
HF: In Dachau we basically did not do anything. 
NL: Did you recoup some of your strength there? 
HF: Yes, yeah, in Dachau. 
NL: And were you with Father? 
HF: We were in Dachau together, but he somehow got an infection in his foot 

while we were on the transportation from Warsaw to Dachau. And he was put into what 
they call in German Lazarett, like a... 

NL: Clinic. 
HF: Clinic. 
NL: Did you get any care or was... 
HF: Yeah, he got some care there. 
NL: You got some care. 
HF: But while he was there I was sent away and, from Dachau, to that camp in 

Allach. 
NL: So you went alone. 
HF: I went alone, while he remained in Dachau. There were other satellite camps 

to Dachau besides Allach. 
NL: Did you think you would see him again? You didn’t know. 
HF: No, we did not know. 
NL: And where, what did they tell you when they sent you to Allach? What did 

they say? 
HF: Well, Allach was strictly a labor camp again. 
NL: Oh. 
HF: It was a large labor camp where there were Jews and non-Jews. In the camp 

the Jews were separated from the non-Jews. But on the labor part it was together. And we 
worked mostly there on, again on railroad, and on the construction. We were building a 
large underground factory for engines, airplane engines. It actually was part of what they 
called BMW aircraft. It’s today they manufacture the... 

NL: Automobiles. 
HF: Automobiles. 
NL: And did you get some decent food there or was it again the same? 
HF: No, it was again that same. 
NL: Same. 
HF: Same story. Very meager rationing and... 
NL: Did you sleep in this camp or did you come back to Dachau? 
HF: No, no, no. No we were permanently in that camp, yeah. 
NL: You were at that camp. 
HF: Yeah, there was... 
NL: They had barracks. 
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HF: We had our own barracks and we worked there permanently in that camp. 
NL: And did you learn from the other prisoners anything at all about what was 

happening outside? 
HF: Well... 
NL: The progress of the war? 
HF: We learned a little bit, what we heard from the prisoners, we heard from, I 

mean, sometimes we heard on the outside. Civilians would talk to us, some German 
civilians. 

NL: Did you realize that Germany was losing the war? 
HF: They never admitted to that fact. 
NL: You didn’t have any inkling? 
HF: No, no, no, no. 
NL: Any signs of Allied activity? 
HF: Oh yeah, we... 
NL: Were reported? 
HF: Where we were then there, we were bombed. 
NL: You were bombed. 
HF: We were bombed many times. Our camp was never bombed, but we were 

very close to Munich. And every day, at noon time, an American bomber would fly over 
us, and we could see the bombing of Munich. 

NL: Did that give some spurt to the morale of the prisoners? 
HF: Well, I want to talk about the morale a little later after we finish this 

chronological thing. 
NL: O.K. 
HF: So we were there in, so we arrived there in, it was early, late August, early 

September. And we were in that Allach camp, actually until the last week of April, 1945. 
And we worked either on railroad construction or we worked on the factory. We had to 
work day shifts, night shifts, seven days a week. And so people died again. But it was not 
really a extermination camp. It was mostly a labor camp. People just died out of poor food, 
lack of food and... 

NL: Exhaustion. 
HF: Exhaustion. I mean, and all that. But it was... 
NL: Were you maltreated there? Do you remember being beaten? 
HF: Well, the only maltreatment was mainly on the job site. I mean constantly  

[unclear] but no, but that was about the extent of it. 
NL: And about how many men in... 
HF: In this camp? 
NL: In this camp. 
HF: It was a rather large camp. I would say there were several thousand men. 
NL: I see. And most of them worked in this underground operation? 
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HF: Either there or the railroad. There were different job sites in that general 
area where, yeah, a matter of fact we got, we were, also worked people like French forced 
laborers, which were Germans in the army who were, German Army, not deserters, but 
rather people who... 

NL: Asocials? 
HF: Yeah, asocials who did things not... 
NL: According to regulation. 
HF: According to regulations and were punished and had to be in forced labor. 

So there was a strong urgency to complete this underground. It was not really though 
underground. It really was built above ground. It’s out of concrete and they were going to 
cover the whole thing with that [unclear]. 

NL: I see. 
HF: And it was like a hill from the air. 
NL: It was going to be a hangar, or like an airfield? 
HF: No, not a hangar. Not an airfield. A manufacturing. 
NL: Oh. 
HF: A manufacturing. A manufacturing of engines. So we was really right inside 

the... 
NL: How did you manage? You were alone. That is you were no longer with 

Father. 
HF: Well... 
NL: Did you have any friends there or... 
HF: Well, as I was, to going back to that, yes, the surprising thing was after three 

weeks there came another transport of Dachau and my father was just among. And he could 
just have easily have ended up somewheres else but he came, he ended up right in this same 
camp. And I remember distinctly it was the second day of Rosh Hashanah in 1944. And 
just out of pure coincidence we ended up together again, after about three weeks. 

NL: And was he, was his foot better? 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: He had recovered. 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: And he worked with you... 
HF: He worked with me. 
NL: In the... 
HF: Yeah, sometimes together. Sometimes together, sometimes separate. 
NL: And were there any people your age at this point? 
HF: By that time there were already some among the, by that time we, the 

western Jews and the Polish Jews were really a minority in the camp. The majority of the 
camp were the Hungarian Jews who would come all again in the camp for a very short 
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duration. And among them were, from other towns, some were like 16 years old. And by 
that time they already were some they were like sixteen, sixteen years old. 

NL: Did you have anything in common with them or was there a language, a 
serious language barrier? 

HF: Between the Hungarian Jews? I, there, I wouldn’t say there was a language 
barrier. There was a certain, I would say hostility between the old timers and the... 

NL: The newcomers. 
HF: Yeah, because for some reason old timers had a tendency to survive a little 

longer, after they had survived a certain, I would say the death toll among the Hungarian 
Jews probably was higher in that particular camp. 

NL: They were not yet conditioned. 
HF: Seasoned. 
NL: Seasoned. 
HF: Usually they... 
NL: They were already hardened. 
HF: Yeah, hardened, yeah, after, I mean, after we had, after two years or so, for 

some reason, the ones that survived, unless they were really, they mostly had a tendency 
to just always survive a little bit longer. And basically we were in that camp until about the 
very last week of April, 1945. So we heard when Roosevelt died. News could get through 
somehow. 

NL: I see. That news came through. 
HF: That news came through. And when the, I guess again when the Germans 

came closer towards Dachau, I mean the, when the American troops came closer towards 
Dachau, they tried to evacuate us towards Austria, further back. And we were... 

NL: But you didn’t have any real hard news about the progress of the war. 
HF: No, no. Oh, well, we knew that American troops were coming closer. 
NL: Did you know that this was the end of the war? Or... 
HF: Well, partly we knew it was the end. And we really feared the end also, 

because we always feared that they would kill everybody. 
NL: Yes. 
HF: And... 
NL: They did in some cases. 
HF: Yeah. And how we also knew, for example, there were many, the Germans 

that were in the camp, the non-Jewish Germans just tried to recruit them into the army. In 
other words they prom-, the Germans promised them that if they would volunteer for the 
army, they could not, they would not force them because they were really like inmates. I 
mean, prisoner inmates they considered. But if they volunteered, that if they would come 
back from the war and survive, then they would pardon them. 

NL: Did some volunteer? 
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HF: I don’t, see most of them I heard their comments, I remember their 
comments that they would not volunteer. 

NL: They would not volunteer. 
HF: It was not worth it... 
NL: Not worth it. [unclear]  
HF: Anymore to volunteer and to fight the Russians than... 
NL: And the Americans. 
HF: And the Americans. And we figured this way was a better way. And so we 

would, and then they put us on flats. They didn’t even have any boxcars any more. They 
put us on flat cars. And we really never moved very far, because by that time the railroads 
were really bombed out. So we just almost like in one location sitting for a couple days. 
And then we had no more food at all, once we got on the train. But we could get off the 
train. They were guarded yet by Germans, but these people got off the train and would 
pluck grass and stuff and eat that. 

NL: What did you have? 
HF: Grass. 
NL: Grass. 
HF: Grasses, for the last few days. 
NL: Father too? 
HF: And... 
NL: Civilians did not come out? 
HF: No, there were no, no. 
NL: There were no civilians. 
HF: No civilians. 
NL: So you were just on a siding. 
HF: On a, yeah, Just standing there. 
NL: And the guards waited? 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: Did they shoot any one? 
HF: Not in our outfit. Now, so we were there two days until, oh that was on 

Saturday, between the night of Saturday April 29th and Sunday April 30th the German 
guards just disappeared. 

NL: Ah ha, without any... 
HF: Without any... 
NL: Explanation. 
HF: Explanation. Just disappeared. And then we didn’t know which way to go. 

We just stood there. And then on Sunday, April 30th, around noontime, the first American 
tanks approached us. And everybody just started walking away from the trains. 

NL: Train. Ah ha. And... 
HF: That was Patton’s Army, Patton’s Third Army. 
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NL: Patton’s Third Army. Were the American soldiers solicitous? Did they have 
any food or water for you? 

HF: Well, the thing is they did not really have, they didn’t have any food either. 
I mean, they had food and they shared but they only had their K rations. They were 
advanced combat troops.  

NL: They were on their way east. 
HF: Yeah, well yes, they were. And so therefore we were there again it was just 

fetching for ourselves. You know, [unclear]. I mean they shared their little bit that they had 
but all, really they did not have it. They were not... 

NL: They were not equipped. 
HF: Equipped to handle anything. They were not occupying troops. They were 

strictly... 
NL: Did they looked shocked when they saw you? Or could you tell that they 

had had some experience with other prisoners? 
HF: Well, they, the ones where the, see we were not in a camp. We were really 

on a siding.  
NL: But you must have been very thin. 
HF: Yeah, but they just kept on moving. I mean it was not an occupying... 
NL: Force. 
HF: It came but only like a week or so later that, you know, these people were 

not an occupying force. They were strictly a tank unit that passed through and... 
NL: That happened to meet you there. 
HF: Happened to meet up with us. 
NL: So how longer did you have to stay on this siding? Or did you just leave? 

You left. 
HF: No, we just, everybody just, we just left. We were in the Starnberger See, 

which is in Bavaria. And we just walked south towards Starnberg, which was a little bigger 
city and people would just go to the farms and just get food from the German farmers and... 

NL: You took it or were they, did they give it to you? 
HF: Oh they was, yeah, they gave it, yeah. 
NL: They did. 
HF: Now, and this was basically the end of the war for us. Now to say many 

things about it, in retrospect, all what happened to all those people during the war by the 
Germans, there was no atrocity committed by anybody towards any German civilian that I 
could remember, or that I saw, no force, forcing of, keep out of the houses. Because we, 
even the liberated, the Jews, the non-Jews, they would sleep in the... 

NL: Sheds. 
HF: In the sheds and they would not chase any Germans out. I mean the Germans 

would give them, give us food. Actually, later the American troops that entered when we 
came like within the next few days when you get more occupying troops, as they progress, 
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were much more hostile than the inmates. So I guess everybody was so exhausted they just 
did not have any... 

NL: Energy left. 
HF: Energy left to do more. I mean I remember somebody, they got a cow. They 

killed it and made, they cooked it and stuff and everybody organized a little bit. But 
basically no... 

NL: I suppose partly you were just so stunned to be free. 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: Wasn’t that part of it? 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: Stunned. 
HF: Now... 
NL: You didn’t know really how to react because you had been enslaved for 

such a long time. 
HF: Yeah, we just walked and then we stayed in different places every night 

and... 
NL: Farms, mostly? 
HF: Farms, yeah. 
NL: And you were able to eat. 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: You could find a way, yes. And how long did that go on then, a few days? 
HF: Well, it went on. Eventually the German occu-, eh, the American occupying 

forces came more like over, but Germany was in a total chaos at that time. I mean there 
was no government, no German government. There were no German railroads. There was 
nothing. And when the whole country was just at a standstill. There was really nothing 
operating at that time. The war was not over yet. The war lasted another actually another 
seven days, until May 7. But the American soldiers were telling, you know, would come, 
by that time they would get more food. Whoever they would find. Then the whole country 
was nothing but a movement of people. The Germans would move. Everybody would just 
be on the roads going somewheres. And we just, my father and I just did not want to stay 
in Germany. Germany, you know, we made an effort to basically just walk out of Germany. 
After a few days we walked from Munich to Augsburg, which is 120 kilometers, over 
several days, stopping every night. And from there we got already on some trucks with 
some American soldiers. They were going from Augsburg to Stuttgart. And then from 
Stuttgart we, there were already trains going. And so they were already packed with people, 
bringing back French prisoners of war to France. And so we got on with them and they 
came from western Europe. We got on with them to France.  And from France we went 
back to Belgium because we never really knew what happened to my mother. We didn’t 
know if she survived or if she did not survive. 

NL: Yes. 
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HF: So we didn’t... 
NL: Did you get any information in Belgium? 
HF: I showed it to you last week. Remember that document paper... 
NL: The document... 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: That, you got that in Belgium? 
HF: In Belgium. 
NL: In Belgium. I see. And what was the agency now? 
HF: That was a Jewish... 
NL: A Jewish... 
HF: By that time Belgium was already in normal conditions because Belgium 

was already liberated like six or eight months before or even maybe ten months. But things 
were already pretty normal in Belgium at that time. 

NL: Was it Antwerp? 
HF: Antwerp, yeah. 
NL: And did you see many Jews returning? 
HF: Yeah. There...by that time Jews were returning to Antwerp or to their places. 

See, all the, like the DP camps in Germany and all that, we never saw them, because we 
had actually left Germany before these DP camps were even formed. 

NL: Right, right. 
HF: Because we just had such a desire to get that behind us. 
NL: Sure. 
HF: So we left there and then we... 
NL: Did you meet up with any people you knew, old neighbors or old friends? 
HF: No. 
NL: Landsman. 
HF: [unclear] No. 
NL: And were you helped economically? Did the Jewish Agency... 
HF: In Belgium? Yeah. 
NL: Give you any money or clothing? 
HF: Yeah. When we got there, when we got to Belgium they gave us, they put 

us up where they had like a... 
NL: Dormitories. 
HF: Dormitories for the refugees to put them up and then they helped them 

financially and even the Belgium government and... 
NL: Oh. 
HF: Yeah. So within three weeks after we were liberated we were in Belgium. 

Now while, I mean, we were fortunate. Our train was really not attacked by American 
troops while we were still moving, but there was a train only a short distance from us which 
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we met that the Germans had parked, so to say, next to an ammunition train. And this 
ammunition train was bombed. And a lot of... 

NL: Inmates. 
HF: Inmates were... 
NL: Killed. 
HF: Died. And... 
NL: The day of liberation. 
HF: Yeah, everybody, we saw fears that day of liberation because we heard, 

found out later that in Dachau it was, we were only a few kilometers away, the Germans 
had decided to kill everybody in Dachau before the Americans came. 

NL: And they did. 
HF: No they did not. 
NL: They didn’t? 
HF: They didn’t, because somehow word had gotten to the Americans. And they 

made a special effort to... 
NL: Get there early. 
HF: Get there, [unclear] to get there ahead of time. But those things we found 

out after liberation. We did not know then. And this is, basically ends the... 
NL: And so you stayed in Antwerp how long? This might have been... 
HF: Well we stayed in Antwerp until we came to the United States, until 

December 1946. We applied for a visa to come to the United States as soon as we got to 
Antwerp. And we came to the United States in December of ‘46. 

NL: And were you able to work at all during that period? 
HF: Yes, exactly. By that time we could, everybody could basically do it. They 

could work. 
NL: There was no prohibition against foreign Jews there. 
HF: No, no, no, no, no, not at that time. 
NL: And what did Father do, do you remember? 
HF: I worked in a, although I was 16 years, I worked in a shop where there were 

manufacturing fur coats. And he worked somewhere where they were, in the direct like 
supervision for kosher bread. He was like a supervisor. 

NL: A supervisor, I see. So... 
HF: We knew it was temporary... 
NL: Yeah. 
HF: But we got help besides. And then we also got help from our relatives in the 

United States [unclear]. 
NL: Oh that was the reason you applied to live here. 
HF: Yeah, because we had relatives in the United States. 
NL: Cousins or... 
HF: No, I had an aunt. It was my mother’s sister, who left Germany... 
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NL: Oh, I see. 
HF: In 1939 and they... 
NL: She had established herself. 
HF: [unclear] 
NL: And you knew her address. 
HF: Well, we knew her address. And they had moved in the meantime. But there 

was also a coincidence. I mean we met an Ame-, they had lived in San Francisco, and we 
met an American soldier, right, that, an American Jewish soldier, right, a couple days after 
our liberation. You know, we were all talking. And he said he was from San Francisco. 
And he wrote to, he says he’s going to write his girlfriend in San Francisco to let our 
relatives know that we survived. 

NL: Oh, oh that was nice. 
HF: And he told us afterwards that they got the message. 
NL: They got the message and then they communicated with you. 
HF: Yeah. Well in the meantime we’d left. I mean they didn’t know where we 

were with all the, because were still on the move. We were still in Germany. 
NL: Oh. 
HF: But at least they knew that we had survived. 
NL: They knew that you survived.  
HF: And later when we got to Belgium of course then there things already was 

normal because it was brighter and there, but in Germany itself when we were liberated, 
there was really no postal service, no transportation. There was really nothing. 

NL: Did you get any sense as to what the Jews in Belgium were planning? Were 
a number of them planning to stay? Some going to Palestine? 

HF: Well, the young ones planned to go to Palestine. And I was also part of the, 
then of the Jewish organization. 

NL: Really? Did you want to go to Palestine? 
HF: I wanted to go to Palestine, but a relative from America had come here 

would help me get an education and so on and so forth. But a lot, some of them, some Jews, 
they were already established by that time. They were most in the diamond business. And 
they really stayed. 

NL: They stayed. 
HF: They stayed. 
NL: Yeah. 
HF: They, the ones that were needy from Belgium that had come back. Although 

some, we have a cousin who left, although he was established. Because there was at that 
time a fear, still a fear of the Russians, that the Russians would invade. 

NL: Come west. 
HF: Come west. Not in ‘46, but later like 1948, ‘49, when the Cold War started. 
NL: After they absorbed the east. 
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HF: A lot of Jews from Belgium went to America. Although they were 
established in Belgium... 

NL: I see. 
HF: And they were doing rather well, but like my cousin, they were, he was 

never as well established in 20 years in the States when he came here as he was in Belgium. 
But they just had fear that they didn’t want to go through another war. 

NL: It’s understandable of course, yeah. Did you, you didn’t go to school at all? 
You were working. 

HF: In Belgium? 
NL: Yeah. 
HF: No. 
NL: You were working. And so when you came here, was it in New York or... 
HF: Yeah, yeah, right in New York. 
NL: And did you then, were you then able to go to school? 
HF: Well, when I came, no, when I came to the States... 
NL: You were already 18 I guess. 
HF: No, I was 17, not quite 17. 
NL: Oh, O.K., 17. 
HF: I was not quite 18. 
NL: Not quite 18. 
HF: It was 19-, O.K., so I came 19-, in December of ‘46. I was born in ‘29. I 

was just 17 going on 18. 
NL: 17. 
HF: Well I worked in the day time and went to school at night. I had never 

finished, actually I had never really gone to high school. I only went up to, see, I went three 
grades. First, second and third grade I went in Vienna. Fourth, fifth grade in Antwerp. Sixth 
and seventh grade in France. And we were going to a village school. And then when I came 
to America I started going to high school at night and worked in the day time and I went to 
high school at night. And I finished high school in the, in 1949. It was in a... 

NL: Was it a struggle for you both? 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: Did you live with your relatives for a while? 
HF: No, no, they lived on the west coast. 
NL: Oh, oh, so you didn’t... 
HF: Yeah, we visited them once. But then I... 
NL: Oh. 
HF: No, we stayed in New York... 
NL: I see. 
HF: Until 1950, and then we moved to Vineland. 
NL: Did you know some people there? Did Father know some people? 
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HF: Yeah, we met people. We knew some people from before. We knew some 
people from before. I didn’t know anybody. He knew people from before the war who had 
emigrated. 

NL: But did this family, the relatives, provide you with an affidavit or... 
HF: Yeah, they provided us with the affidavit, yes. 
NL: There were papers that you might have needed? 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: And so that was the... 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: [unclear]. 
HF: They provided us with the affidavit to come here. Otherwise we would not 

have been able to come here. 
NL: Yeah. Well now, please, let’s go back and go... 
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Tape three, side two: 
 
NL: Continuing our interview with Mr. Finder, tape three, side two. Yes, if you 

could say a few words about the feeling of hope or hopefulness that kept you going from 
day to day, Mr. Finder. 

HF: Well, I think this is one of the things that are most difficult for people to 
understand—what, how come people survived. 

NL: Yes. 
HF: And especially, I mean you learn in history books, because you learn facts, 

but you don’t learn the question of human emotion. And basically what helped me to 
survive was the hope that the end or liberation would come very soon. In other words, if 
you had told people they would be in concentration camps for two years or three years, or, 
a matter of fact anywhere, people would probably... 

NL: Give up. 
HF: Would have given up very soon. The people that gave up really did not last. 

But... 
NL: Well, you must have known that for quite a long time Germany was 

winning, or didn’t you know that? 
HF: Well, we knew, well, when we got into the camp it was already 1942. And 

so Germany was at that time already at a sort of a stalemate in Russia. 
NL: In Russia, yes. 
HF: And maybe the hopes were false hopes. 
NL: But they... 
HF: But I remember already we heard about the retreat in Stalingrad, which was 

‘43, which was, and we were only in the camp already a short duration. And even with that, 
I don’t know, there was always the, but I remember the hope that things cannot last, that 
things will sort of come to, that the, maybe the Americans would help. Maybe the Germans 
would collapse. The Russians were, I mean, maybe these were unrealistic things, looking 
back today. 

NL: But they kept you going. 
HF: But they kept the people going. And it is very hard for people to understand 

who were not in the same situation, that hope that existed, that somehow we would survive. 
NL: You would survive. 
HF: That as long as people lived, and no matter how weak they were and how 

hard they worked and how much beatings or cruelty was committed against them, that they 
would survive. I think this is the problem. Most people that study the Holocaust cannot 
come to grips with. They sort of say, “Well, why didn’t people fight or why didn’t they 
revolt or do something?” But people had the hope that if they would survive, so therefore 
they did not... 

NL: Have to plan or... 
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HF: No, I wouldn’t say have to plan. Did not feel, why endanger, everybody 
wanted to keep as low a profile... 

NL: Ah, that’s very important. 
HF: As possible. 
NL: Yeah, very important. 
HF: As low a profile. And naturally you didn’t go out to get out to get beatings. 

You didn’t go out to try to... 
NL: To try to provoke someone. 
HF: And to, I mean, work as little as possible. And when you could, then you 

learn after a while to pace yourself. I mean, when the German would come, you worked 
harder. When they would go away, then you would walk away. 

NL: You could slack off. 
HF: Whenever you could you would slack off your work. 
NL: Yes. 
HF: And so therefore, I think this is a very hard thing. And I think it’s a very 

harsh judgment made upon inmates or whatever you want to call us in concentration camps, 
why they did not resist. 

NL: I agree, yeah. I think it’s... 
HF: Because a typical example is, here you have Jews, most of them were not 

trained in anything. And we came across our own workers, American prisoners of war, 
British prisoners of war, Russian prisoners. Now you would say, these are men who are 
taught to fight, who are all much stronger. And none of them resisted. They behaved just 
as meekly... 

NL: As the Jews. 
HF: As the Jews. And there is no criticism... 
NL: Yes. 
HF: Leveled against them. 
NL: Yeah, I often bring this up. I think it’s so unfair. 
HF: Yeah. 
NL: And four, what is it, four million Russian prisoners of war. 
HF: You read about... 
NL: There was no revolt of any kind among them. 
HF: And you read about the, of course I didn’t experience that but you sort of, 

the Polish officers that were, there were people you would think they were trained and, to 
fight and... 

NL: Quite. 
HF: And when they just, I know. And the first year when we were at that same 

labor camp in Poland, we had contacts with many American war prisoners and the British 
war prisoners who worked, I mean, on the work place, not on the camp. 

NL: Right. 
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HF: They had different camps and all that. 
NL: Right, right. 
HF: Occasionally they would slip us some food if they could. But as far as their 

behavior, it was not more heroic. And there were people in all age brackets. And the Jewish 
inmates were not trained to fight. We were, we had no food. Because all those, those war 
prisoners had much food than we. 

NL: Yes. 
HF: First of all they got more food from the Germans and they all got packages 

and got clothing. 
NL: The International Red Cross helped, yes. 
HF: And they had, they did not... 
NL: So it’s a very lopsided equation and I often raise this question why people 

don’t choose the French or the Poles or the Russians. 
HF: They were, and besides this there were thousands or maybe hundreds of 

foreign laborers in Germany. And nobody... 
NL: No. 
HF: Revolted. Everybody was very meek and took... 
NL: Meek. And obedient, sure. 
HF: Obedient and meek and all the criticism is directed against... And the same 

thing, you have to bear in mind the punishment. I mean if one inmate would run away, they 
would kill 50 other inmates.  

NL: Terrible [?] 
HF: Now how can you, that responsibility? But if one American soldier ran away 

they did not kill 50 Americans. 
NL: It wasn’t the same kind of intimidation. 
HF: No, no. 
NL: No. 
HF: I don’t think there was any because they were all, I mean, there was records 

of how many were there and they were afraid against their own prisoners. So, and... 
NL: Sure. 
HF: So, but this is hard for people to... 
NL: Well I think they have to recognize it as a reality and then it’s not so hard 

to understand. But if you know that, you know, 50 people may be killed if you were, hit a 
German officer or soldier, you’ll think a lot before you do it. Now you were also saying 
before something about an awareness of Jewish holidays, religious holidays. And did you 
depend on some rabbis or older Jews? 

HF: I don’t think we had, well, we had some older Jews, some Orthodox Jews. 
NL: Who knew. 
HF: We had alrea-, yeah, who knew, and had somehow kept track of it. 
NL: Some kept track. 
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HF: Who knew the dates somehow. 
NL: And for instance on Friday night was there... 
HF: No, no. 
NL: There was no Friday or Shabbat. You were working. 
HF: We were always working. The only time would be like, I know on the first 

of, like we had some Jews would take a, would not eat any bread on Pesach. 
NL: They knew it was Pesach. 
HF: They knew it was Pesach. Or on Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, they would 

make like a small minyan in the back of the barracks, although that was strictly forbidden. 
NL: Is that so. 
HF: But... 
NL: They could have been killed for that. 
HF: Oh yeah, killed or punished or beaten, you know. 
NL: And people would just... 
HF: Flogged. 
NL: Remember the prayers, the service. 
HF: Yes. Yeah, everything by heart. But that was also again in the sense of hope. 

I mean not all hope was strictly geared towards man. I mean a lot of hope was geared 
towards God. I mean, if you believe in religious beliefs, for those that believed, by the same 
token you can say, “Well, that hope was part messianic, hoping God would somehow, there 
would come an end to this thing.” And basically this would sustain everybody. There was 
hope in God. Well, because many people will ask you today, “How come, how could you 
believe in God under these circumstances?” So that’s not true either. You know. 

NL: You do believe. 
HF: You do believe. I think under those circumstances... 
NL: You have to believe. 
HF: You believe stronger. 
NL: There’s nothing else to believe in. 
HF: There’s nothing else to believe in. You believe strongly. You believe 

strongly in God and you believe strong that some miraculous thing will happen. And this 
is the... 

NL: To take you out of this terrible... 
HF: To take you out of it. And I strongly, I believe. Of course I cannot witness 

to that, but through my own feelings, experiences, that’s [unclear]. And people say, “Why 
didn’t people rebel when they went to the gas chambers?” Because there was always that 
belief, to the very end, that there will be an intervention before the final hour. 

NL: And these were supposed to be showers. 
HF: Yes. 
NL: Where one was going to be cleaned up. 
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HF: But everybody, there was always a feeling they will be, that, of survival, 
and there would be... 

NL: A better day. 
HF: Better, yeah. There will come an end. 
NL: An end. 
HF: An end to their suffering. 
NL: Do you remember any particular figures, older people, who instilled this 

hope in you? Political leaders or rabbis? 
HF: No, it was... 
NL: But just among yourselves. 
HF: It was, yes, there was no political thing. It was talking and... 
NL: Just talking. Did Father... 
HF: People... 
NL: Excuse me. 
HF: There was a lot of, continually, I mean, people would talk a lot among 

themselves. 
NL: You weren’t punished for that? 
HF: No, no, we could talk. 
NL: But you would have to speculate because you had so little information. 
HF: Yeah, but people, well, but people would talk about, well a main topic of 

conversation was always food. 
NL: Of course. 
HF: Food. People only had one, actually, they didn’t even have a wish of 

liberation. Their biggest wish was to have one, enough food. 
NL: A good meal. 
HF: Once enough food to eat to be, that was one of the biggest dreams of people, 

to have food. More than even, see the [unclear] liberation [unclear] food and... 
NL: Warm clothing or warmer [unclear]. 
HF: But food was really, because was more, was more a sporadic thing that they 

were moving from one camp to the other. But basically there was water around while you 
were in the camp. 

NL: You could drink then, yes. 
HF: Because there was always water, but there was not always, there was no 

food. But there was water. 
NL: How much did you weigh at your lowest? You have no idea. Did you ever 

look at yourself? Did you have any mirrors? 
HF: No. Nobody had... 
NL: Were you shocked to see yourself at the end of the war, do you remember, 

or to see, was your father stunned? 
HF: No, I just... 
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NL: I’ve read about such shock. 
HF: No, that is, I, many people got very sick after, when they indulged 

themselves in... 
NL: Yes. 
HF: A lot of food right away. 
NL: You knew not to eat too much? 
HF: Yeah, we didn’t, no, we did not, I would say we really did not suffer from 

any ill effects or... 
NL: Overeating, right. 
HF: Overeating or anything like that. 
NL: Did you talk with Father about this period often? 
HF: Now? 
NL: Often, in later years? 
HF: No. We never, we don’t talk about it. 
NL: No. You would never talk about it? 
HF: Never talked. As a matter of fact, like what I told you, I guess, I really, the 

first time I would talk about it at all. 
NL: Is that so? Do you feel as though you want to tell your children now, 

Herbert? 
HF: Well, I guess the children talk a lot in bits and pieces, over the years. I don’t 

think [unclear]. 
NL: Well we’ll give you a dup. of the tapes so you can give them the tapes. 
HF: Yeah, because I mean, but I think it’s very important to, to make to 

understand people who were not there, who just study the Holocaust, that it’s, that you 
cannot judge things on today’s stan-, on today’s standards or morale or whatever. 

NL: Or lifestyle. 
HF: Or lifestyle. 
NL: Well I hope you’ll say that at some point, because it’s more appropriate for 

you than to me, but I agree with you. I think any judgments are out of order. Out of order, 
yes. Well thank you very much. I really appreciate this deeply. 

HF: O.K. You’re welcome. You’re welcome. 
NL: I hope it wasn’t too much of a strain. 
HF: No. No, I hope it was... 
NL: And... 
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